Harry’s Band Featured at 1-F With Marterie

Bob Harry’s band will appear as the opening act at the Interfraternity Ball March 17 at 8 p.m. in the Alumni Assembly Hall. Harry has appeared at many sporting events in the Philadelphia area, including Maryland, Delaware, Wake Forest, and Georgia Tech.

A Clarinetist And Arranger

It was a clarinetist in some of the later jazz bands around the country, also writing and arranging for those bands before striking out on his own. His band’s debut during World War II was on an armistice radio broadcast.

The band got its start during the country, also writing and arranging for colleges and universities to sponsor band-tour drives.

Harry has appeared recently at the Atlantic City last summer, and at the Interfraternity Ball March 17.

Members of the committee are:

President: George McLaughlin, chairman
Vice-President: Walter Goldstein, Alan Marks, Charles Tochran, Kenneth Robens, and Richard Silver.

Committees Announced

On a survey committee are:

Chairman: Robert Parry, chairman
Vice-Chairman: William Brown
Secretary: Peter Way, chairman
Delegate: Robert Parry
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown

Other committee members are:

Robert Parry, chairman
William Brown, vice-chairman
Peter Way, secretary
Robert Parry, delegate
William Brown, delegate
William Brown, delegate
William Brown, delegate

Chairman: Kenneth Ruby, chairman
Chairman: Robert Parry, chairman
Vice-Chairman: Robert Parry, chairman
Secretary: William Brown, secretary
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown
Delegate: William Brown

Hilltop Foundation Elects Labovitz to Presidency, Orlov as Vice-President

Cabinet Chooses Shechter, Gutman and Hoffman To Fill Posts on Executive Board of Foundation

Israel M. Labovitz was elected to the presidency of the Hilltop Foundation last night at a meeting of the Hilltop cabinet.

Other cabinet members elected to positions on the Executive Board were: James J. Orlow, vice-president; Samuel Schechter, treasurer; Linde Gutman, recording secretary; and Susan Hoffman, corresponding secretary.

Special Tickets on Sale For Army Game Friday

Two tickets may be purchased with one matriculation card for the first bowl night of the season Friday night at the Franklin Field Ticket Office for the doubleheader in which Penn will play Army at Franklin Field.

This special program is part of the overall drive to increase student support of the basketball team. In line with this policy season tickets were made available to students.

Education Department

Grizzell To Resign Post in June; Retains Professorship

Appointed Dean in ’48, Taught Here 40 Years; Announce Committee To Recommend Successor

Dr. E. Duncan Grizzell will resign from his position as dean of the School of Education at Temple University. Dr. E. Duncan Grizzell, provost of the University, announced yesterday.

Dr. Grizzell, who has been dean for seven years, will retain his position as professor of education after he leaves the University.

The faculty of the School of Education has named a committee, which will meet tomorrow, to recommend a successor to Dr. Grizzell. The committee will consist of William E. Armstrong, director of the Educational Research Institute, and George A. Blanshard, author of the book "The Myth of Educated Ignorance," and director of the Educational Research Institute, and Israel M. Grizzell, professor of political science, history, and political science.

The committee will hold its meeting at 10:30 a.m. today in the auditorium of the University Building.

The committee was appointed by Dr. Grizzell, who has been dean of the School of Education since 1919.

Princeton Raises Undergraduate Fees For Tuition

Undergraduate fees were increased again by the Council that flowers will be available in June, Dr. Edwin B. Dodds, president, announced last night.

At Pennsylvania Since 1915

The panel found that anti-intellectualism was a serious threat to American culture and the methods of intellectual inquiry.

The panel found that anti-intellectualism was a serious threat to American culture and the methods of intellectual inquiry.

The panel found that anti-intellectualism was a serious threat to American culture and the methods of intellectual inquiry.
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Opinions

Obligations

We read with interest a recent article in The Cornell Daily Sun which told of the new dormitories being constructed on that campus. We read of the lounge rooms being constructed on each floor of each house and of the large recreation room planned in the basement of each dormitory. The Sun also reported that telephones would be placed in each room. Not only are room rente at Cornell including easy chairs, are included in the rent of each room, but they described rather matter-of-factly the student's room, and pointed out that the future of college athletes is not determined by the student's room. It is perhaps the students show enough interest in this game, perhaps the officials will see fit to allow another date night before the season's over.

The Cornell Daily Sun, which reported that the dormitories are more than paying for themselves, should be taken to heart by all Cornellians. It seems that the dormitories are an important solution to the problem. This is something that Pennsylvanians seem to have overlooked. Number two is going out and cheering for these teams. Number three is to keep these teams over budget for other teams. Number four is to provide us with as many good players as possible.

We hope that with the formation of the National Basketball League competition next year, there will be more interesting games. In the meantime, all the best to our Penn State basketball team.

PAUL MILLER

Sports Editor

Just About THIRTY

by Ed Fabricius

It's a shame the Quaker fencers were too far ahead of Cornell this week-end, but then again nobody can win them all. In Friday's loss to Dartmouth it seemed as though we were going to win, then we stalled. It's a great deal to do with their team catching us so fast. Saturday we lead, the fans just rose to the occasion and cheered us on. Bill Hartley and Red and Blue did show that they can come back and instead of being down, our team was up by one at the end. Cornell really tried.

Thanks to Columbia, Cornell was unable to pick up a win on their Pennsylvania tour. This also points out something else—don't count out any of the Ivy League teams. Pennsylvania has yet to play the Levis in New York as Cornell had the misfortune to do.

Right now it's a good battle between four or five teams. Cornell leads with a 5-1 record followed by Pennsylvania, 4-1, Columbia, 3-1, and Princeton, 2-1. Dartmouth is the only team with a losing record in the Ivy League and is by no means out of the race. Incidentally, wasn't it interesting to see two teams playing against each other? There are only two games scheduled this week-end. Cornell will play Yale at home and Pennsylvania will play at Yale. The pasted Cornell first and missed Pennsylvania last. This is to show that the dormitories are more than paying for themselves.

For those who were at the phone booths in the Quad Shop and outside of Burger's, it was a great evening. They probably heard a lot of good buzzers. Number two is to go out and cheer for these teams. Number three is to keep these teams over budget for other teams. Number four is to provide us with as many good players as possible.

We hope that with the formation of the National Basketball League competition next year, there will be more interesting games. In the meantime, all the best to our Penn State basketball team.

Coach Ray Stanley credits his team's success to the execution of the right spirit, and a definitely strong will to win. Cornell has won more games than it has lost, and there's no question about the number of games it has played. It is the will to win that is the key to the Pennsylvania's success. While there isn't a lot of games in the Ivy League, we have to admit that the Ivy League is a strong one.

This week's report on the Quaker tennis team is really a unique sport such as Cornell. No sport is a "minor sport" and there is no need for anyone to think that these teams are unimportant. Coach these teams and the individuals who participate on a high school level, will make their mark in the future, and they contribute to the University.

This week's report on the Quaker men's tennis team is really a unique sport such as Cornell. The members of the team are not the greatest. These men have no need to be jealous of the number of letter winners on our other teams. There should be only one standard award given for the year. The Maestro regards Santelli, as "the greatest saber coach in all Europe."

One of the Maestro's biggest thrills occurred when one of their players made a good point. The Maestro said, "If you have been ordered to watch your opponent hit his head against Brown the cagers and not against the opening. It is your job to make the opening a success." This is something they're going to hold another date night before the season's over. The Maestro said, "If you have been ordered to watch your opponent hit his head against Brown the cagers and not against the opening. It is your job to make the opening a success." This is something they're going to use this spare from time to time for a sin.

Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:

This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILMORE cigar, who think you would enjoy their cigarettes.

Letter to the Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvanian:

Notice in your publication of the intention of the Interfraternity Council to publish a ranking system for all of the fraternities on campus prompts me to request the hospitality of your "Letter to the Editor" column to ask a few rhetorical questions about the intended action.

First, who was it proposed? Are we the people in power? Is it possible that this idea originates with the Council, or is it the result of a decision made with the advice of the officials of the Council? The first of these possible sources has expressed itself in the past with little success. As for the second possibility, nothing so definite can be said. However, if this action was taken on the recommendation of the Council, we would ask how many fraternities will be involved?

The personality of a fraternity, which is in the last analysis, why anyone joins a fraternity, is totally immutable so far as the individual member is concerned. The characteristics and the traditions of the fraternity are defined and determined by the leaders of the fraternity, and are not subject to change by any action of the Council. For conformity filtered down even to the fraternity level?

For conformity filtered down even to the fraternity level?)

Name withheld by request
Quaker Fencers Drop Opening Match to Yale

An "unfortunate incident" caused Pennsylvania's varsity fencing team to lose the opening match of the season to Yale, 13-11 Saturday, at Payne Whitney Gymnasium.

Joseph Cadogan and the starting sabre team and an outstanding performer in the foil, missed the train to New Haven, and hence lost Lewis E. Brinton to substitute Cy Kaplan.

Kaplan focused well, but dropped two of his three bouts, while Doran, the only man to escape through their opposition without losing a bout, gave Yale a convincing 7-2 victory. Brinton's overwhelming supremacy in the foil and a one-point edge in the saber enabled them to capture fourth straight dual meet title.

Raid Fonghi Match

Brinton was clean and hard hitting all the way with neither of his two opponents able to gain a decisive point advantage. With the score 18-14 Yale's favor, three consecutive Yale wins gave the Bulldogs a five-point lead before the Quakers came right back to cap three straight in the saber which sent the officials and the crowd into a well-deserved ovation.

Brinton, a three-year varsity fencer, showed his consistency by winning all five of his matches with Yale hanging on for dear life.

John Solton clinched Yale's victory with a 5-0 triumph over Alvin Miky, 5-1, in the epée. Cadogan brought the Quakers their two convincing matches.

When the Alumni Track Club awarded Willie Lee last year for the Pennsylvanian spring track meet, he was considered to be one of the bright spots for the Quakers.

PENN'S TOP PENN SWIMMERS 57-58

The Pennsylvania swimmers failed to achieve their second win in a row over the Quakers with only five points to spare. The meet was held at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, at the Villanova pool.

Pennsylvania won in the 330 backstroke event for the first time this year, as he battled Big Red of the Midletons. Johnstone finished in the men's event in the time of 2:19.1, kept his unbeaten record for this season intact.

Springet Dan Stanheim came through for the Quakers as he nabbed the 100 freestyle in 1:04.6. Stanheim also scored a third in the 150 free style.

Pennsylvania's driver Charles Keelgrup kept his recent winning streak going as he topped the three men's event with a total of 17 points. Harry Chapman, second in the 100 backstroke, and Gene Reed and Blue Wall Capitall, 14 and 11 points each, contributed heavily to the Quakers' third place finish.

Penn's first men's basketball team suffered its sixth straight setback of the campaign that weekend for virtue of its 60-58 loss.

Army took an early lead, and pulled away to a 26-13 advantage after ten minutes of play. Penn, however, came back, led by Jack Kelly and Bob Lukens and the five rebounding of Dan Cunningham, cut the Cadet lead to only three points as interval.

Lukens and Kelly paced the Quakers in the scoring department with twelve each and eleven and ten points respectively.

John Dejardin of Army was high scorer for the game, collecting thirty points on nine field goals and seven charity misses.

Freshman Cagers Beaten by Cadets

Penny's freshman basketball team suffered its sixth straight setback of the campaign that weekend for virtue of its 60-58 loss.

Army took an early lead, and pulled away to a 26-13 advantage after ten minutes of play. Penn, however, came back, led by Jack Kelly and Bob Lukens and the five rebounding of Dan Cunningham, cut the Cadet lead to only three points as interval.

Lukens and Kelly paced the Quakers in the scoring department with twelve each and eleven and ten points respectively.

John Dejardin of Army was high scorer for the game, collecting thirty points on nine field goals and seven charity misses.

Quakers Split Dual Meet with Delaware

The Pennsylvania swimmers failed to achieve their second win in a row over the Quakers with only five points to spare. The meet was held at 5:30 p.m. Saturday, at the Villanova pool.

Pennsylvania won in the 330 backstroke event for the first time this year, as he battled Big Red of the Midletons. Johnstone finished in the men's event in the time of 2:19.1, kept his unbeaten record for this season intact.

Springet Dan Stanheim came through for the Quakers as he nabbed the 100 freestyle in 1:04.6. Stanheim also scored a third in the 150 free style.

Pennsylvania's driver Charles Keelgrup kept his recent winning streak going as he topped the three men's event with a total of 17 points. Harry Chapman, second in the 100 backstroke, and Gene Reed and Blue Wall Capitall, 14 and 11 points each, contributed heavily to the Quakers' third place finish.
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**Briefs**

**Spicer Re-elected**

Dr. Ephraim A. Spicer, graduate dean of the faculty, was re-elected the president of the American Schools of Oriental Research, Saturday.

Dr. A. Henry Doubleday, University alumnus and professor of political science at the University of Chicago, is chairman of the organizing committee of the event.

**Penn Tones**

The Penn Tones will hold a rehearsal today in the Student Union building at 1 p.m. Today.

**Fritts**

The Friars Senior Honor Society will hold a general meeting today in the Student Union building at 1 p.m. Today.

**Hill Movie**

The movie, "Bloodhounds of Broadway," will be presented in the Student Union building at 1 p.m. Today.

**Penn Tones**

A meeting of the Penn Tones will be held today in the Student Union building at 1 p.m. Today.

**SDA**

Students for Democratic Action will meet in Room 11 of Haddon Hall today at 1 p.m. Today.

**Fry Club**

The Fry Club will meet in Room 11 of Haddon Hall today at 1 p.m. Today.

**Band**

The band will meet in the Rehearsal Room at Haddon Hall today at 1 p.m. Today.

---

**Nursing Education Association**

**Pass Your Finals Successfully!!**

Then, Turn In Your Books For CASH at

**Zavelle's**

3427 Woodland Avenue
Open Evenings Thu 9

---

**CHEFFY HILL Jon**

**For Dinner... or a Weekend Vacation**

**Cherry Hill Inn**

**HADDONFIELD, N. J.**

A new idea in old fashioned hospitality, on a picturesque 100 acre estate overlooking the Delaware River. Comfortable, luxurious accommodations with private bath and shower, fireplace, double beds, and complete housekeeping facilities. Everything here for your personal pleasure...unlimited entertainment; sports and recreation; luxurious accommodations with private bath and shower, are just a few of the many features that make the Cherry Hill Inn a place to relax and unwind.

Write for Color Brochures

---

**D.P. CREDIT STAFF**

Meeting - 4 P.M.

**ALL STAFF MEMBERS, INCLUDING EVERYONE MUST ATTEND**

---

**MURRAY DELICATESSEN**

Sandwiches

**S-A-L-E**

**ORLON BLEND FLANNEL SUITS**

NOW — $44.00
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